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SATURDAY 4th SEPTEMBER 2021 

REPORT: Roger Townsend

The latest Manchester 17 Dead Easy Trial was run in a picturesque part of the Peak District 
close to Peak Forest, near Buxton. The venue provides a variety of sections from grassy banks 
and gulleys, to limestone outcrops and steps in an old quarry. 
A healthy entry of seventy six riders assembled to tackle four laps of ten sections. When the 
trial was set out the previous day, the ground was wet and this was taken into account when 
setting the sections. Even on the morning of the trial, the grass was sodden. However once the 
trial got underway a drying breeze certainly made things easier.
Although there were eleven clean rides on the Harder route this does not tell the whole story. 
The sections were quite tricky and talking to some of the riders who went clean afterwards, 
they confirmed that concentration was key as it would have been very easy to lose marks if not 
on the ball. Also there were some very high calibre riders in that group.
Section one was a good example. Running up and down a bank with limestone scattered about, 
it looked innocuous. However it caught quite a few riders out for stray marks.
Section four located near the car park was a teaser. A rock step just before the final climb out 
presented a dilemma. Did you tackle the highest part of the step which gave you a better line 
for the exit, or did you ago for the lower part meaning a tighter exit? 
Section eight and nine provided a good ride to the far end of the course. Located in the old 
quarry, eight required riders to go down some quite tasty steps with tight turns to follow. After 
the following section’s climbs and turns, riders made their way to number ten which was a 
variation on the normal section here, with a steep climb up a bank to exit the section.
Club stalwart Pete Hallam will have abiding memories of this hazard! Riding “the beast” as his 
recently restored BSA is affectionaly called, on his first lap, the Beast decided to cough, flying up
in the air, pitching poor Pete backwards and damaging some delicate parts of his anatomy in 
the process!
On the Harder route, young Abbie Piggott had a great ride. Normally an Enduro rider she went 
round for the loss of only one mark.
On the Easy Route, there was only one clean ride, Trevor Clark on his very nicely prepared 
Greeves, with Steven Thorpe on his Honda breathing down his neck no doubt rueing the one 
dab he had on section ten.
Thanks to the setting out team who worked hard to plot the course, and of course the 
Observers without whom we would not be able to run the event.
RESULTS
HARDER ROUTE
Stephen Hoyland (Montesa), Seth Adams (Vertigo), Robert Mycock (Majesty), Robert Hickson 
(Montesa), Samuel Limer (Montesa), Scott Hipwell (Gas Gas), Peter Wraith (Gas Gas), Michael 
Joyce (Beta), John Wilson (Bultaco), Ben Townsend (Scorpa), Max Elledge (Sherco ) all clean.
EASY ROUTE
Trevor Clark ( Greeves) no marks lost, Steven Thorpe (Honda) one mark lost, Edward Beesley



(Gas Gas) 2, James Smith 3, Ray Critchlow (Triumph) 7, Colin Shepherd (Sherco) 8, Mike Dabek 
(Beta) 8.  
  
   


